
OB LEADERSHIP EXAMPLE

Organizational Behavior - Leadership - Leadership can be defined as the ability The main difference between the two is
that a leader works by example, while.

Career Paths 10 Common Leadership Styles With Examples At some point in your career, you may take on a
leadership role in some capacity. This leadership style is most effective in highly regulated industries or
departments, such as finance, healthcare or government. Individualization is when employees successfully
exert influence on the social system by challenging the culture. According to this theory, there are five human
traits. While you may have excelled in a role using one type of leadership, another position may require a
different set of habits to ensure your team is operating most effectively. The model that you choose depends
on a variety of factors. Leaders are required to develop future visions, and to motivate the organizational
members to want to achieve the visions. When deciding on storefronts and floor design, Jack acts only as the
final moderator for his team to move forward with their ideas. This can also be accomplished by job rotation.
Some people do enjoy the security and task support of these kinds of jobs. According to this theory, leadership
behavior is the sum total of all traits that a leader possess. Under this leadership style, the manager establishes
predetermined incentivesâ€”usually in the form of monetary reward for success and disciplinary action for
failure. Contingency Orientation: Actions are selected and adapted to fit the need. She gains a strong
understanding of current trends and organizational strengths. By taking the time to familiarize yourself with
each of these types of leadership, you might recognize certain areas to improve upon or expand your own
leadership style. Example: A bank branch manager meets with each member of the team bi-weekly to discuss
ways they can meet and exceed monthly company goals to get their bonus. Culture is the conventional
behavior of a society that encompasses beliefs, customs, knowledge, and practices. The model is
cyclicalâ€”you proceed through the steps and when you reach the last step you relate the analysis to the
original hypothesis and if need be, start the process again. This differs from job enlargement that might require
the employee to perform more tasks, but require the same set of skills. The first model, autocratic, has its roots
in the industrial revolution. Too much change produces fight or flight syndromes. The six steps are: Formulate
Hypothesis an idea or concept Design Experiment consider ways of testing truth or validity of idea or concept
Apply in Practice put into effect, test for validity or truth Observe Results collect and process data on
outcomes of test Analyze Results make sense of data Compare Analysis relate analysis to original hypothesis
Note that you do not always have to enter this process at the first step, but you do have to complete all the
steps in the process. The workers perceive this as the quality of work life which directs their degree of
motivation. Systems Orientation: All parts of the organization, to include structure, technology, and people,
must work together. A manager is someone who is responsible for directing and controlling the work and staff
in an organization, or of a department within it. No one opposes the decisions of autocratic leaders. It is the
process of directing the behavior of others towards achieving a common goal. Leadership is the potential to
influence behaviour of others. They fear the system will become unstable, their security will be lost, they will
not understand the new process, and they will not know how to respond to the new situations. Quadrant D â€”
The match that organizations want to create is high socialization and high individualization for a creative
environment. While every leader is different, there are ten leadership styles commonly used in the workplace.
After reading about the different models, which one s do you favor and why? One of the ways of
accomplishing QWL is through job design. Which are better? As you can see from the definition above,
organizational behavior encompasses a wide range of topics, such as human behavior, change, leadership,
teams, etc. Pacesetter Leadership The pacesetting leadership style is one of the most effective for driving fast
results. They strive to foster confidence among direct reports and colleagues alike. There is no best style of
leadership. Transformational Transformational leadership has the ability to affect employee's perceptions
through the returns that organization gets in the form of human capital benefits. Unlike the pacesetter
leadership style, though, transactional leaders are also focused on mentorship, instruction and training to
achieve goals and enjoy the rewards. This is why people often fear change. Example: When welcoming new
employees, Keisha explains that her engineers can set and maintain their own work schedules as long as they
are tracking towards and hitting goals that they set together as a team. The culture determines the type of
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leadership, communication, and group dynamics within the organization. This process is known as Action
Research. She wants to ensure everyone is clear on the expectations and follows each procedure carefully and
exactly so the surgery goes as smoothly as possible.


